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ABSTRACT

The mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) system consists of four electron transport chain (ETC) complexes (CI–CIV) and the F o F 1 -ATP synthase (CV), which sustain ATP generation via chemiosmotic coupling. The latter requires an inward-directed proton-motive force (PMF) across the mitochondrial inner membrane (MIM) consisting of a proton (ΔpH) and electrical charge (Δψ) gradient. CI actively participates in sustaining these gradients via trans-MIM proton pumping. Enigmatically, at the cellular level genetic or inhibitor-induced CI dysfunction has been associated with Δψ depolarization or hyperpolarization. The cellular mechanism of the latter is still incompletely understood. Here we demonstrate that chronic (24 h) CI inhibition in HEK293 cells induces a proton-based Δψ hyperpolarization in HEK293 cells without triggering reverse-mode action of CV or the adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT). Hyperpolarization was associated with low levels of CII-driven O 2 consumption and prevented by co-inhibition of CII, CIII or CV activity. In contrast, chronic CII inhibition triggered CV reverse-mode action and induced Δψ depolarization. CI- and CIII-inhibition similarly reduced free matrix ATP levels and increased the cell’s dependence on extracellular glucose to maintain cytosolic free ATP. Our findings support a model in which Δψ hyperpolarization in CI-inhibited cells results from low activity of CII, CIII and CIV, with combined reduced forward action of CV and ANT.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mitochondria are double-membrane organelles involved in numerous cellular processes like apoptosis induction, reactive oxygen species generation, adaptive thermogenesis, ion homeostasis and innate immune responses [1]. Classically, mitochondria also act as key suppliers of cellular energy by providing the machinery that generates ATP from the energy stored in NADH and FADH2. The latter two molecules are generated by the glycolysis pathway in the cytosol (NADH) and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle in the mitochondria (NADH and FADH2), and are oxidized at complex I (CI) and complex II (CII) of the electron transport chain (ETC), respectively. The released electrons are then transported to complex III (CIII) by coenzyme Q (CoQ) and subsequently to complex IV (CIV) by cytochrome c (cyt c). At the latter complex, the electrons react with molecular oxygen (O 2 ) to form water. Electron transport is energetically coupled to the translocation of protons from the mitochondrial matrix across the mitochondrial inner membrane (MIM) at CI, CIII and CIV. This results in an inward-directed proton-motive force (PMF) across the MIM that consists of a chemical (ΔpH) and an inside-negative electrical gradient (Δψ).

Protons are allowed to flow back into the mitochondrial matrix via the F o F 1 -ATP-synthase (CV) to drive the synthesis of ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate (Pi). Together with CV, the four complexes of the ETC constitute the oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) system. By reverse-mode action CV can also hydrolyse ATP and expel protons from the mitochondrial matrix thereby sustaining Δψ [2]. This mechanism requires that ATP is transported from the cytosol to the mitochondrial matrix by reverse-mode action of the mitochondrial adenosine
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nucleotide translocase (ANT) or is generated by mitochondrial substrate-level phosphorylation [3].

A sufficiently large PMF is not only required to sustain ATP production but also is of crucial importance for mitochondrial fusion, protein import, metabolite exchange with the cytosol, and apoptosis induction (e.g. [4–8]). In this sense, Δψ can be considered as an important functional readout of mitochondrial health.

Mitochondrial dysfunction is a hallmark of (rare) metabolic disorders and also associated with normal human ageing, neurodegeneration, certain forms of cancer and metabolic syndrome [1,6–12]. Aberrations in Δψ have been observed in a wide variety of cells with inherited OXPHOS dysfunction. For instance cells with CV malfunction displayed Δψ hyperpolarization (i.e. the MIM was more inside-negative; [13,14]). In case of CI, we demonstrated that its partial enzymatic deficiency (i.e. residual CI activities between 18 and 75% of lowest controls) was associated with a minor decrease in Δψ (depolarization) in primary skin fibroblasts from patients with inherited CI deficiency [15,16]. Similarly, Δψ depolarization was observed in healthy primary skin fibroblasts when CI was partially and specifically inhibited by chronic treatment (72 h) with the CI inhibitor rotenone (ROT) [5,17]. In contrast, CI enzymatic deficiency was associated with Δψ hyperpolarization in immortalized mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) derived from whole-body knockout mice lacking the key CI subunit NDUFS4 [18]. Also in neurons, glial-like cells and their undifferentiated stem cells genetic CI dysfunction was accompanied by Δψ hyperpolarization [19]. Interestingly, whereas the Δψ of CI-deficient neurons seemed to be sustained by CV reverse-mode action, CV ran in forward mode in CI-deficient stem cells suggesting a cell type-specific regulation [19].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Generation of inducible HEK293 cell lines stably expressing cytosolic or mitochondria-targeted SypHer variants

Gateway® Entry vectors were generated by recombinating Gateway-adapted PCR products containing the sequence encoding cyto-HyPer and mito-HyPer from pHyPer-cyto and pHyPer-dMito vectors (Evrogen, Moscow, Russia) with pDONR201 (Invitrogen, Breda, The Netherlands). A Gateway-adapted tag-less pcDNA/FRT/TO Destination vector was created by recombinating the acGFP1-Destination vector [24–26] with a BacMamSVS-Destination vector [27]. To create constructs encoding the pH sensor SypHer, the mito-HyPer and cyto-HyPer Entry vectors were mutated at a critical cysteine residue by site-directed mutagenesis as described previously [28]. These new Entry vectors were recombinated with the Gateway-adapted pcDNA/FRT/TO Destination vector to obtain mito-HyPer, mito-SypHer, cyto-HyPer and cyto-SypHer expression vectors. Flp-In T-REx293 cells (Invitrogen) were stably transfected with the expression vectors described above using the SuperFect Transfection Reagent (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands) and cultured for selection in the presence of 200 μg/ml hygromycin (Calbiochem, Brunswig, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and 50 μg/ml blasticidin (Invitrogen). To induce expression of the biosensor, 1 μg/ml doxycycline (Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands) was added to the culture medium, followed by incubation for 24 h.

2.2. Generation of inducible HEK293 cell lines stably expressing cytosolic or mitochondria-targeted variants of ATeam 1.03 and “dead-ATeam”

The ATeam sequence was isolated from pcDNA3-AT1.03 and pcDNA3-mito-AT1.03 vectors [29], and selection markers and acGFP1 were removed from the acGFP1-Destination vector by digestion. The ATeam sequence was then ligated into the remaining Destination vector to obtain the pcDNA5/FRT/TO/cyto-ATeam and pcDNA5/FRT/TO/mito-ATeam expression vectors. Flp-In T-REx293 cells (Invitrogen) were stably transfected as described above. “Dead” ATeam was expressed in the cells using baculoviral transduction. To this end, the pcDNA3-AT1.03R1228K/R1268 vector [29] was subcloned into cyto-ATeam and mito-ATeam Entry vectors using EcoRV and EcoRI to obtain a mutated ATP-unresponsive ATeam. Next, we recombined the Entry vectors with a Gateway-adapted BacMamSVS-Destination vector to obtain baculoviruses as described before [18]. Flp-In T-REx293 cells were seeded 48 h before imaging, and transfection was induced by the addition of 7% v/v baculovirus. The “dead” ATeam transfected cells were imaged and analyzed in the same way as the ATeam stable cell lines.

2.3. Cell culture and inhibitor treatment

Flp-In T-REx293 cells were cultured in DMEM containing 25 mM glucose, 2 mM l-glutamine, 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 37 °C. Prior to transfection, parental Flp-In TREx cells were cultured in the presence of 50 μg/ml blasticidin and 100 μg/ml Zeocin (Invitrogen). For fluorescence microscopy, 100,000 cells were seeded on 24-mm coverslips (Thermo Scientific, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands) placed in 35-mm CellStar tissue culture dishes (Sigma-Aldrich) or 35-mm glass-bottom culture dishes (Fluorodish, World Precision Instruments, Berlin, Germany) two days before imaging. For respirometry, the cells were grown to 80% confluence. One day after seeding, cells were treated with ROT, picrotoxinin (PA) or antimycin A (AA) for 24 h and compared with vehicle (0.1% ethanol)-treated (CT) cells.

2.4. High-resolution respirometry

Culture medium was collected, and cells were trypsinised, washed and resuspended to approximately one million cells/ml in the collected culture medium. Two ml of this suspension was used to measure cellular oxygen consumption. Oxygen consumption was measured at 37 °C using a two-chamber Oxigraph (Oroboros Instruments, Innsbruck, Austria) using an established protocol [30]. For inhibitor titration experiments, cells were allowed to respire for 10 min (routine respiration), after which ETC inhibitors were added in subsequent 1-μl volumes. As a control, identical additions were carried out using a vehicle (ethanol) solution.

For analyses in permeabilized cells, 1–1.5 million cells were resuspended in mitochondrial respiration medium [31] and, following baseline recording, CI-dependent respiration (10 mM glutamate, 2 mM malate, 1 mM ADP) was initiated by permeabilization with 2 μg/ml saponin. Then a maximum of 10 mM succinate was added (titration) to measure CI + CII, and respiration of CI substrates only was assessed by the addition of 100 nM ROT. Following determination of residual oxygen consumption using 2.5 μM AA, maximum CV-dependent respiration was measured using 2 mM ascorbate and 0.5 mM TMPD. Finally,
the integrity of the mitochondrial outer membrane (MOM) was tested using 10 μM cyt c.

2.5. Fluorescence imaging of free ATP levels

Free ATP levels were quantified using a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based reporter protein (‘ATeam’1.03). This sensor is comprised of the ε subunit of the bacterial F$_{0}$F$_{1}$-ATP synthase sandwiched between cyan- and yellow-fluorescent protein variants [29]. The coverslips were washed with PBS, covered with HEPES-Tris (HT) buffer (containing 132 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 4.2 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl$_{2}$, 1 mM CaCl$_{2}$ and 25 mM glucose, adjusted to pH 7.4 with Tris) and mounted in an incubation chamber that was placed on the temperature-controlled (37 °C) stage of an inverted microscope (Axiovert 200M; Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a 40×1.3 NA Fluor oil-immersion objective. The cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) of ATeam was excited at a wavelength of 430 nm, and the yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) was excited at 435 nm for 300 ms using a monochromator (Polychrome IV, TILL Photonics, Gräfelfing, Germany) and a 455DRLP dichroic mirror (Omega Optical Inc., Brattleboro, VT, USA). CFP and YFP emissions were directed through 480AF30 and 535AF26 (Omega) emission filters, respectively, and captured using a CoolSNAP HQ monochrome fluorescence microscope (Roper Scientific, Évry, France). Microscopy hardware was controlled using MetaFluo 6.0 software (Universal Imaging Corporation, Downingtown, PA, USA). Ten fields of view were routinely analysed per coverslip. In time-lapse measurements a superfusion system [32] was used with a flow rate of 1.5 ml/min, and images were captured at an interval of 6 s. Images were analysed using MetaMorph 6.1 (Universal Imaging Corporation).

2.6. Fluorescence imaging of cytosolic and mitochondrial pH

Mitochondrial and cytosolic pH were measured in Flp-In T-Rex293 cells stably overexpressing the pH sensor SypHer. The latter was excited at 420 nm and 470 nm within 200 ms, directed by a 505DRLPXR (Omega) dichroic mirror. Emission signals were captured using a 535AF45 (Omega) emission filter using the microscopy system described above. Ten–fifteen fields of view were routinely analysed per coverslip.

2.7. Fluorescence imaging of mitochondrial membrane potential

Flp-In T-Rex293 cells were incubated with 50 nM of tetramethyl rhodamine methyl ester (TMRM; Invitrogen) in collected culture medium for 25 min at 37 °C and 5% CO$_{2}$ in the dark. The coverslips were then washed with PBS and imaged in HT buffer. Images were acquired on the microscope system described above using a 540-nm excitation wavelength directed for 100 ms by a 560DRLP (Omega) dichroic mirror through a 565ALP (Omega) emission filter. For each coverslip, 10–25 fields of view were routinely analysed and assessed using MetaMorph 6.1 (Universal Imaging Corporation). For time-lapse measurements, the images were recorded at 2-second intervals (carbonyl cyanide-4-trifluoromethoxyphenyl-hydrazone; FCCP) or 6-second intervals (oligomycin A; OLJ or bongkrekic acid; BA).

2.8. Fluorescence imaging of mitoAcGFP1

Stable Flp-InT-Rex293 cell lines expressing cox8-AcGFP1 [24] were excited at 488 nm for 300 ms, directed by a 505DRLPXR (Omega) dichroic mirror. Emission signals were captured using a 515ALP (Omega) emission filter using the microscopy system described above. Ten fields of view were routinely analysed per coverslip.

2.9. Immunocytochemistry

The cells were fixed using 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 15 min and permeabilized in 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 20 min. After washing with 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20 in PBS, the cells were blocked in blocking buffer containing 2% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA), 2% (v/v) normal goat serum (NGS), 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20, and 100 mM glycine in PBS for 30 min. To determine tubulin morphology, the cells were incubated with the primary antibodies mouse anti-beta-tubulin (1:300, E7 IgG1). This antibody was developed by Michael Klymkowsky and obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank developed under the auspices of the NICHD and maintained by The University of Iowa, Department of Biological Sciences, Iowa City, IA 52242. Bound anti-beta-tubulin was visualized with AlexaFluor-488-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG1 (1:200; Molecular Probes). The cells were sealed using VECTASHIELD mounting medium containing 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), which stains all nuclei (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) and visualized using a Zeiss Axiophot2 fluorescence microscope with AxiosCam MRm CCD camera.

2.10. Electrophysiology

Electrophysiological measurements of plasma membrane resting potential were performed using the perforated patch technique (50 μM β-escin, Sigma-Aldrich) [33]. Data acquisition was performed using an EPC-9 amplifier and PatchMaster software (HEKA Electronics, Lambrecht, Germany). Pipettes were pulled from thin-walled borosilicate glass (Harvard Apparatus) and had resistance between 2 and 3 MΩ, when filled with pipette solution (120 mM KCl, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl$_{2}$, 1 mM MgCl$_{2}$, 3.5 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.3 using KOH). A perforated patch was generally obtained within 15 min following the establishment of the gigaseal. Plasma membrane resting potentials were obtained by injecting zero current in the current clamp-recording mode.

2.11. Data analysis and statistics

Curve fitting was performed using Origin Pro 6.1 (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA, USA). Additional image processing and analysis were carried out using Image Pro Plus 6.3 software (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD, USA). Unless stated otherwise, data is presented as mean ± SE (standard error). Statistical significance was assessed using a Kruskal–Wallis 2-way ANOVA following Dunn’s multiple comparison test, or a Mann–Whitney t-test using GraphPad Prism 5 software (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Asterisks indicate statistical significance: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001.

3. Results

3.1. Acute rotenone treatment dose-dependently and incompletely inhibits O$_{2}$ consumption in intact cells

Triggered by experimental evidence in the literature (see Introduction) we first investigated whether it was possible to induce Δψ hyperpolarization in HEK293 cells by chronic treatment with the CI inhibitor ROT. However, when used at inappropriately high concentrations ROT can also display off-target effects on the cellular tubulin network. This might indirectly affect mitochondrial function (e.g. [5,20,34–37]). To avoid this potential problem we first determined the lowest ROT concentration that maximally inhibited cellular O$_{2}$ consumption when acutely added to intact cells (Fig. 1A). Up to a concentration of 1 μM, ROT was unable to fully block respiration (i.e. down to the level of residual O$_{2}$ consumption; “ROX”). Similar results were obtained with the CI-specific inhibitor PA (Fig. 1A). Compatible with a previous binding study [38], PA displayed a somewhat lower IC$_{50}$ than ROT. In contrast to ROT and PA, acute treatment with the CII inhibitor AA (Fig. 1A) fully
inhibited cellular O$_2$ consumption. Based upon these results, we decided to use a 100 nM ROT concentration during chronic cell treatment (24 h). Control experiments revealed that this treatment regime did not induce alterations in cell shape/size and organisation of the cellular tubulin network as detected with immunocytochemistry methods (data not shown).

3.2. Chronic rotenone treatment incompletely inhibits O$_2$ consumption in intact and permeabilized cells

Similar to acute ROT addition, chronic ROT treatment greatly reduced cellular O$_2$ consumption (Fig. 1B; grey bars vs. black bars). This O$_2$ consumption was insensitive to CV inhibition by OLI or mitochondrial uncoupling (FCCP). However, addition of ROT + AA slightly but significantly reduced O$_2$ consumption, suggesting that still some ETC activity remains in ROT-treated cells. To further dissect how chronic ROT treatment impacts on ETC-mediated O$_2$ consumption we analysed the effect of chronic ROT treatment in permeabilized cells (Fig. 1C; grey bars). Using CI- (glutamate + malate), CII-

3.3. Chronic rotenone treatment induces Δψ hyperpolarization and increases ΔpH

Chronic ROT treatment dose-dependently increased mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence compatible with a hyperpolarized (more negative) Δψ (Fig. 1D and E). Whereas a similar increase was observed in cells chronically treated with PA, chronic AA treatment reduced mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence (suggesting Δψ depolarization). Since the extent of mitochondrial TMRM accumulation also depends on the membrane potential of the plasma membrane (ΔV), it is of crucial importance to determine whether ROT treatment induces ΔV hyperpolarization [39]. Electrophysiological analysis revealed that chronic ROT
treatment did not significantly alter ΔV whereas AA induced a depolarization (Fig. 1F). These results argue against a mechanism where Δψ hyperpolarization in ROT-treated cells is caused by ΔV hyperpolarization. Since we used epifluorescence microscopy, and given the fact that TMRM is a single-excitation/single-emission reporter molecule, changes in mitochondrial and/or cellular volume and/or thickness can also affect TMRM fluorescence intensity. In this way, ROT-induced cellular and/or mitochondrial swelling might lead to an increased TMRM signal. We argued that if this would be the case, the emission intensity of another single-excitation/single-emission (but Δψ-independent) reporter molecule (i.e. a mitochondria-targeted GFP) should also be increased. However, ROT did not increase and AA did not significantly decrease the mitochondrial fluorescence signal of mito-AcGFP1 (Fig. 1G). This makes it highly unlikely that the ROT-induced increase in mitochondrial TMRM signal is due to cellular and/or mitochondrial swelling. Finally, to rule out interference of TMRM fluorescence autoquenching we performed time-lapse recordings to analyze the kinetics of the mitochondrial TMRM signal during protonophore (FCCP) application (Fig. 2A). Instead of a temporary increase in TMRM fluorescence (associated with autoquenching), FCCP induced a rapid fluorescence drop in vehicle (CT), ROT, AA and PA-treated cells (Fig. 2A). This demonstrates the absence of TMRM autoquenching in our experiments. Taken together, our results support the conclusion that chronic CI inhibition induces Δψ hyperpolarization in HEK293 cells.

3.4. Chronic rotenone treatment does not induce matrix acidification

FCCP induced a faster mitochondrial TMRM release in CI-inhibited cells (Fig. 2B), suggesting that Δψ hyperpolarization is proton-dependent. To determine whether ROT treatment affected mitochondrial and cellular pH homeostasis we created two HEK293 cell lines stably expressing cytosolic and mitochondria-targeted variants of the pH-sensing protein “SypHer” (Fig. 2C), the fluorescence emission ratio of which increases as a function of pH [28]. Importantly, cyto- and mitochondrial SypHer display identical pH-dependent changes in their emission ratio signal [28] allowing their quantitative comparison. In CT cells the pH within the mitochondrial matrix (pHmito) was more alkaline than the pH in the cytosol (pHcyto; Fig. 2D) reflecting the presence of a matrix-directed PMF across the MIM. ROT treatment reduced pHcyto but did not alter pHmito whereas AA treatment reduced both pHcyto and pHmito (Fig. 2E). We calculated the difference between the mitochondrial and cytosolic SypHer fluorescence for each condition and used this number

---

**Fig. 2.** Effect of chronic complex I and complex III inhibition on mitochondrial and cytosolic pH homeostasis. (A) Effect of acute addition of the uncoupler FCCP on the mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence intensity in cells treated with vehicle (CT), 100 nM ROT, 100 nM AA or 100 nM PA for 24 h. (B) Rate of FCCP-induced decay determined using a linear fit to the curve (C) Typical images of CT cells expressing mitochondrial or cytosolic variants of the pH-sensing protein SypHer. (D) Steady-state fluorescence ratios of cells expressing Mito- or Cyto-SypHer. (E) Effect of 24 h 100 nM ROT or 100 nM AA treatment on the mito- and cyto-SypHer ratio. (F) Value of ΔpH, calculated by subtracting the cyto-SypHer from the mito-SypHer ratio presented in panel E. Statistics: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, relative to the indicated columns (marked: a,b) or relative to the average value in the cytosol (“Cyto”; panel D). Numerals indicate the number of individual cells analysed.
Fig. 3. Chronic CI inhibition does not induce CV reverse mode. Typical qualitative effects induced by acute application of the CV-inhibitor oligomycin (OLI, 10 μM) or the ANT inhibitor bongkrekic acid (BA, 25 μM) on mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence in vehicle- (CT), ROT- or AA-treated cells (100 nM, 24 h). To facilitate visual inspection, the average pre-treatment signal was used for normalization and each curve is the average of 5–6 cells. Error bars reflect SEM.

Fig. 4. Effect of chronic complex I and complex III inhibition on mitochondrial and cytosolic ATP homeostasis. (A) Typical images of CT cells expressing mitochondrial or cytosolic variants of the ATP-sensing protein “ATeam” (scale bar 50 μm). (B) Steady-state fluorescence ratios of CT cells expressing Mito- or Cyto-ATeam and its ATP-insensitive variant “Dead ATeam”. (C) Effect of ROT or AA treatment on the fluorescence ratio signal of mito- and cyto-ATeam and dead ATeam. (D) Effect of replacement of extracellular glucose (GLU) by the glycolysis inhibitor 2DG, and vice versa, on the fluorescence ratio of cyto-ATeam. (E) Rate of decrease of the cyto-ATeam ratio upon replacement of GLU by 2DG as determined by a linear fit. (F) Rate of increase of the cyto-ATeam ratio upon replacement of 2DG by GLU as determined by a linear fit. Statistics: **(P < 0.01), ***P < 0.001), relative to the indicated columns (marked: a,b). Numerals indicate the number of individual cells analysed. Error bars reflect SD.
as a semi-quantitative readout of the pH difference across the MIM (ΔpH). This difference was increased in ROT-treated cells and reduced in AA-treated cells (Fig. 2F), suggesting that the differential effects of these inhibitors on Δψ (partially) result from a change in trans-MIM proton gradient.

3.5. Chronic rotenone treatment does not induce reverse-mode action of complex V and the ANT

If ROT-induced Δψ hyperpolarization is primarily proton-based, it might result from an increased trans-MIM proton flux out of the matrix and/or a reduced trans-MIM proton influx into the matrix. Under conditions of ETC inhibition, Δψ hyperpolarization has been linked to reverse-mode action of CV and consumption of ATP [2,3,40]. When substrate-level phosphorylation cannot provide enough ATP to fuel CV reverse-mode action Δψ will further depolarize. To counterbalance this effect also the ANT can operate in reverse to bring in ATP and negative charge from the cytosol into the mitochondrial matrix [3]. Inhibition of CV (using OLI) or the ANT (using BA) did not induce Δψ depolarization in CT and ROT-treated cells (Fig. 3). BA similarly affected Δψ in AA-treated cells whereas OLI induced Δψ depolarization. Noteworthily, in these experiments TMRM was also present outside the cell to allow for increased mitochondrial TMRM uptake during Δψ hyperpolarization. Qualitatively, these results suggest that: (i) CV and ANT operate in forward mode in CT cells, (ii) CV but not Δψ reverse-mode action is involved in sustaining Δψ in ROT-treated cells, and (iii) CV operates in reverse-mode and ANT operates in forward mode in AA-treated cells.

3.6. Chronic rotenone treatment lowers mitochondrial free ATP levels

Above we provided evidence that ROT treatment greatly decreases cellular O2 consumption and hyperpolarizes Δψ, accompanied by an increase in ΔpH. Moreover, the differential effects of CV inhibition (OLI) on Δψ in ROT- and AA-treated cells (Fig. 3) suggest that also steady-state mitochondrial ATP levels, which depend on the balance between ATP production, ATP consumption and ANT-mediated exchange, might be differentially affected. In CT cells, inhibition decreases cellular respiration by >70%, indicating that these cells contain an active mitochondrial ATP production supported by CV forward operation (Fig. 1B; black bars). CV inhibition did not depolarize but, in contrast to CT cells, also did not greatly hyperpolarize Δψ in ROT-treated cells. This suggests that CV activity is reduced in ROT-treated cells. Therefore it appears that in ROT-treated cells the driving force of the PMF is uncoupled from CV-mediated ATP production. To address this hypothesis we generated two HEK293 cell lines stably expressing cytosolic and mitochondria-targeted variants of the ATP-sensing protein “ATTeam” (Fig. 4A), the fluorescence emission ratio of which increases as a function of free ATP concentration [29]. As controls, we expressed cytosolic and mitochondria-targeted variants of an ATP-insensitive ATTeam variant (“dead ATTeam” [29]) using a baculoviral expression system. In CT cells the fluorescence emission ratio of mito-ATTeam was lower than that of cyto-ATTeam (Fig. 4B; black bars), whereas these ratios were lower but identical for dead mito-ATTeam and dead cyto-ATTeam (white bars). This demonstrates that both cyto- and mito-ATTeam variants bind ATP and that [ATP]i is lower than [ATP]o in HEK293 cells. The mito-ATTeam emission ratio was reduced in ROT- and AA-treated cells (Fig. 4C; left panel). These treatments did not decrease the emission ratio of dead mito-ATTeam (Fig. 4C; right panel). Taken together, these results demonstrate that [ATP]i is reduced in ROT- and AA-treated cells. Although ROT- and AA-treatment did not alter the emission ratio of cyto-ATTeam (data not shown), suggesting that [ATP]i is not affected, we did not use this data since [ATP]i might be far above the ATP affinity of this sensor [41]. However, when glucose (GLU) in the extracellular medium was replaced by an equimolar amount of the competitive hexokinase inhibitor 2-Deoxy-D-Glucose (2DG) the cyto-ATTeam ratio in CT cells dropped within 15 min to that of dead cyto-ATTeam (Fig. 4D). This means that cytosolic ATP was fully depleted within this time period. Upon 2-DG application [ATP]o decreased much faster in ROT- and AA-treated cells than in CT cells (Fig. 4E). These results, in combination with the observed low O2 consumption values, demonstrate that inhibitor-treated cells are more glycolysis-dependent than CT cells for maintaining their [ATP]. Taken together, these data suggest that CV is less involved in residual mitochondrial ATP production in CI-inhibited cells, despite the presence of a substantial PMF.

3.7. Chronic inhibition of complex II, III or IV prevents rotenone-induced Δψ hyperpolarization

The above results argue against involvement of CV and ANT reverse-mode action in ROT-induced Δψ hyperpolarization. Moreover, because [ATP]i is decreased and oxygen consumption is reduced, it seems that CV is less active in CI-inhibited cells. This hypothesis is supported by our result that Δψ was most sensitive to FCCP-induced proton leak in ROT- or PA-treated cells (Fig. 2B). This suggests that activity of other ETC complexes (CII, CIII and CIV) is required to allow ROT-induced Δψ hyperpolarization. Chronic inhibition of CII (MALO), CIII (AA) or CIV (KCN) resulted in reduced mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence compatible with Δψ depolarization (Fig. 5). For the purpose of comparison, we have included the data for 100 nM ROT and AA from Fig. 1E in Fig. 5. Interestingly, ROT-induced Δψ hyperpolarization was prevented by chronic co-inhibition of CII (ROT + MALO), CIII (ROT + AA) or CIV (ROT + KCN) (Fig. 5), suggesting that activity of these complexes plays an essential role in the hyperpolarization mechanism.

Inhibition of CII alone and C + CII reduced mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence to a similar extent, whereas inhibition of CI + CII and CI + CIV was less efficient (Fig. 5). Since in ROT-treated cells CI-driven respiration is unchanged compared to CT (Fig. 1C) but respiration on endogenous substrates is low (Fig. 1B), it seems that CI activity drives a low level of electron transport in ROT-treated cells. Therefore we conclude that CI plays a key role in sustaining Δψ.
4. Discussion

Chemical or mutation-induced inhibition of the mitochondrial ETC reduces proton efflux across the MIM and is generally associated with (partial) $\Delta \psi$ depolarization [5,42]. However, various (patho)physiological conditions including mitochondrial CI deficiency have been linked to $\Delta \psi$ hyperpolarization [18–23], the mechanism of which is incompletely understood. Here we demonstrate that chronic (24 h) treatment with the mitochondrial CI inhibitor ROT induces $\Delta \psi$ hyperpolarization in HEK293 cells. This model system was used to study the mechanism of mitochondrial hyperpolarization during chronic CI dysfunction.

Acute treatment of HEK293 cells with the CI inhibitors ROT or PA dose-dependently but not completely inhibited cellular O$_2$ consumption. In contrast, inhibition of CIII using AA fully blocked cellular O$_2$ consumption. Following chronic ROT treatment (100 nM; 24 h), cells still displayed ROT and/or AA-sensitive respiration, suggesting that also after this time period cellular O$_2$ consumption was not fully inhibited. Using this chronic treatment regime, we did not observe off-target effects of ROT on cell shape/size and organisation of the cellular tubulin network. Analysis of permeabilized cells revealed that ROT- and AA-treated cells displayed lower O$_2$ consumption when respiring on CI-selective substrates. In contrast, ROT-treated cells exhibited normal O$_2$ consumption when respiring on CI + CII- or CII-selective substrates whereas these parameters were greatly reduced in AA-treated cells. These results suggest that the greatly reduced O$_2$ consumption in

Fig. 6. Proposed mechanism for $\Delta \psi$ hyperpolarization and depolarization in HEK293 cells during chronic complex I or complex III inhibition. For details, see Discussion.
ROT-treated cells is primarily driven by CI-mediated substrate oxidation and subsequent electron transport to CIII and CIV. However, we cannot rule out that a low remaining CI activity co-contributes to residual ROT-sensitive O$_2$ consumption in the ROT-treated cells. In case of AA, its full inhibition of O$_2$ consumption is compatible with the very low rates on CI, CIII and X + CI-selective substrates.

Single cell microscopy analysis was used to quantify accumulation of the Δψ-dependent fluorescent cation TMRM within the mitochondrial matrix. It was found that chronic ROT and PA treatment dose-dependently increased the mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence signal. Chronic treatment with 100 nM AA, a concentration that fully blocked cellular O$_2$ consumption, induced a decrease in this signal. Importantly, the intensity of the mitochondrial TMRM fluorescence not only depends on Δψ but also can be affected by the potential of the plasma membrane (ΔV), changes in mitochondrial and/or cellular volume and/or thickness, and TMRM autoquenching. However, control experiments revealed that these "artifacts" were not responsible for the observed ROT-induced Δψ hyperpolarization. In case of AA treatment a significant ΔV depolarization was observed suggesting that the reduced TMRM accumulation under these conditions might be overestimated. In the light of the above, we conclude that the ROT-induced increase in mitochondrial TMRM accumulation truly reflects Δψ hyperpolarization that is associated with CI inhibition. It appears that this hyperpolarization is CI-specific, since it was dose-dependently increased by ROT or PA and not induced by chronic inhibition of the other ETC complexes. When cells were cultured in the chronic presence of ROT + AA, ROT + MALO or ROT + KCN, no Δψ hyperpolarization was observed. This strongly suggests that Δψ hyperpolarization in ROT-treated cells requires activity of these complexes, supporting our above conclusion that CI-mediated substrate oxidation and electron transport to CIII and CIV sustains the greatly reduced O$_2$ consumption in these cells. However, we cannot exclude the presence of CoQ-mediated electron entry via other enzymes like the electron-transferring flavoprotein (ETF)-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, s.n-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase and dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (see Ref. [5] and the references therein). ROT- and PA-inhibited cells were particularly sensitive to chemical uncoupling by FCCP. This demonstrates that Δψ is (partially) carried by protons under these conditions and primed us to quantify mitochondrial and cellular pH using the protein-based sensor SyprH. The SyprH analysis demonstrated that pH$_{mito}$ > pH$_{cyto}$ indicative of an inward directed trans-MIM proton gradient, allowing forward-mode (i.e. ATP producing) action of CV. The latter is compatible with our observation that CT cells displayed an OLI-sensitive O$_2$ consumption meaning that their mitochondria were actively producing ATP. Whereas chronic ROT-treatment decreased pH$_{cyto}$, pH$_{mito}$ was unaffected, suggesting a lack of net proton accumulation into the mitochondrial matrix. In case of AA, both pH$_{mito}$ and pH$_{cyto}$ became more acidic. Semi-quantitative calculation of ΔpH revealed that this gradient was increased in ROT-treated and slightly decreased in AA-treated cells, suggesting that a difference in ΔpH might contribute to Δψ hyperpolarization and depolarization.

In healthy cells, net Δψ not only depends on ETC activity but also on forward- or reverse-mode action of CV and the ANT. For instance, we recently demonstrated that a greatly reduced CV expression and CV maximal activity was linked to Δψ hyperpolarization in fibroblasts of patients with TMEM70 mutations [14]. Qualitative experiments revealed that acute inhibition of CV using OLI does not induce Δψ depolarization in CT or ROT-treated cells. In contrast, acute CV inhibition rapidly depolarized Δψ in AA-treated cells. These data demonstrate that CV runs in reverse-mode in AA-treated cells whereas this is not the case in CT and ROT-treated cells. CV reverse-mode action in AA-treated cells likely is fuelled by ATP derived from mitochondrial substrate-level phosphorylation [3,43]. Our current results are supported by a previous study where we investigated immortalized embryonic fibroblasts of NDUFS4$^{-/-}$ mice, a genetic model of CI deficiency [18]. In these cells we also observed that Δψ hyperpolarization in NDUFS4$^{-/-}$ MEFs was maintained in the absence of CV reverse-mode action. Acute ANT inhibition by BA did not induce Δψ depolarization in CT and ROT- or AA-treated cells, meaning that the ROT- and AA-induced effects on Δψ in these cells do not involve ANT reverse-mode action. We propose that the increased dependency of AA-treated cells on extracellular glucose to sustain their [ATP], might reflect a lack of mitochondrial ATP production and transport to the cytosol. In this sense, ROT-treated cells appeared slightly less dependent on extracellular glucose, compatible with reduced activity of CV and the ANT.

5. Conclusions

Taken together, our results support a model (Fig. 6B), in which ROT-induced CI inhibition greatly reduces but not completely blocks cellular O$_2$ consumption. This residual O$_2$ consumption (CI activity) is associated with substrate oxidation (CI activity) and proton efflux (CIII and CIV activity). ROT-treated cells displayed a very low residual O$_2$ consumption, Δψ hyperpolarization and an increased ΔpH. This strongly suggests that also CV and ANT activity (both running in forward mode) are greatly reduced. The latter effect might be enhanced by the drop in cytosolic pH, known to inhibit CV and ANT activity during lactate accumulation in glycolytic cells [3]. Both ROT- or AA-treated cells displayed a similarly reduced mitochondrial free ATP concentration ([ATP]$_m$). In ROT-treated cells, this drop likely results from reduced CV/ANT forward mode action. In case of AA-treatment the lower [ATP]$_m$ arises from CV reverse-mode action, the lack of ANT reverse mode action, and the inability of substrate level phosphorylation to meet the ATP demand of CV (Fig. 6C). We postulate that in ROT-treated cells Δψ hyperpolarization is the net result of: (i) a greatly reduced matrix proton efflux (CIII and CIV), (ii) a greatly reduced proton influx (via CV) (iii) a low-level ANT-mediated influx of positive charge, and (iv) an increase in ΔpH due to cytosolic acidification. The latter was also observed in AA-treated cells and likely results from upregulation of the glycolysis pathway [43].
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